
features
Runtime: up to 40 min
Lithium battery: 25.9 V
Suction power: 22 Kpa
Tank capacity: 0.8 L
3 suction speeds
Vertical position holding
Thin stainless steel filter 
Ergonomic handle
Charging time: 4 h
Clean from floor to ceiling
Compact and easy to store
Light weight
Accessories: wall base, round brush, 2 in 1 crevice tool, 
long crevice tool
Power: 220 W

logistical details
QTY container: 2200 pcs 
QTY pallet 1.80m: - pcs 
QTY master carton: 4 pcs 
Packaging dimensions: 69 x 26.2 x 14.5 cm (L*D*H) 
Product dimensions: 120 x 23 x 23.5 cm (L*D*H) 
Gross weight master carton: - kg 
Gross weight product: - kg 
Net weight product: - kg
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informations 
Customs code: 8508600000
DEEE: 0.25 euro HT

EAN code 

cordless 
2 in 1 vacuum 
cleaner 
PowerFlex+ 
Essential for cleaning your home 
from floor to ceiling

Clean your home from floor to ceiling with the UPX26 wireless foldable 2-in-1 
vacuum cleaner.
Rechargeable, it provides continuous suction up to 40 minutes and vacuum all 
the dust in one go. With its 25.9 volts, the lithium battery power provides a long 
autonomy.
Foldable, the UPX26 facilitates cleaning under furniture, even the lowest ones, 
and without craning. This comfort in use is enhanced by its slight weight and its 
ergonomic handle.
Its brush allows a vertical position holding on its own. Therefore, facilitating its 
storage and its daily use.
This comfort in use is enhanced by its slight weight and its ergonomic handle.
Thanks to its accessories, you can clean the corners that are hard to 
reach: shelves, above and under your furniture or in corners.
Efficient, the UPX26 uses its bagless cyclonic system to propel dust 
and dirt directly into a transparent tank. It is equipped with three 
vacuum speeds to change the suction power according to your needs.
With the UPX26; simplicity and handling ability are guaranteed  !


